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Redefining the future
of virtual AGMs

AGM@Convene is our end-to-end solution that ensures a seamless virtual
AGM experience fully adhering to legislative guidelines.

Increased Shareholder Engagement
Simulate the same experience as having a physical
AGM with AGM@Convene, breaking the barriers
between physical and virtual AGMs.
Live Two-Way Webcast
Watch and participate in the AGM proceedings.
Live Voting
Vote and view results in real-time during the AGM.
Live Q&A
Participate in Live Q&A through text-based submission
of questions or video-based two-way webcasting.

Contact us today to get a live demonstration

azeusconvene.com/convene-eagm

Increased Shareholder Participation

Facilitate seamless and fuss-free registration and
collection of AGM-related information in one integrated
platform.
Easy Registration and Authorisation
Register as a shareholder with ease, authorise user
accounts, and delegate roles for internal staff and
professional parties.
Submission of Digital Proxies
Submit proxy forms digitally to allow for a hassle-free
consolidation of proxy votes.
Advanced Submission of Questions
Enable shareholders to voice queries and note objections in
a fair and efficient manner prior to the two-way webcasting.

Transparency and System Control
Guarantee transparency of any actions performed
while having full control of the system and data.

Real-Time Weighted Voting System
Allow for live weighted voting with transparent and
instantaneous display of poll results.
Audit Trail, Reports, and Data Exports
Automatically generate Control Reports, Attendance
Reports, and any required Data Exports.
Full System Ownership
Manage the system with full control, and customise
the AGM site with company branding, documents,
and forms.

Security and Support

AGM@Convene is committed to providing you with dedicated support
and the highest level of security.
Customer Success Team and 24/7 Support
Ensure AGM success through on-site or online support for rehearsal and
actual AGMs. Training materials and shareholder support are included.
User Authentication and Permission Control
Safeguard user access with a unique security code, SMS two-factor
authentication, and role-based permission control.
CMMI Level 5 Certification and AWS Partnership
Protect confidential data and discussions with state-of-the-art security
features, CMMI Level 5 processes, and world-class hosting with AWS.

A pioneer of this service, we have successfully conducted multiple large-scale virtual AGMs—
providing our clients with a smooth and seamless virtual Annual General Meeting experience.
“Having no experience in any electronic video and tele-conferencing facilitation with
our shareholders on an international scale, Azeus Convene has brought us a seamless
experience conducting our company’s Annual General Meeting via webcast.”
-

Tio Shio Pin, Legal Manager, Nam Cheong Limited

Contact us today to get a live demonstration
azeusconvene.com/convene-eagm

